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Description

OC Lab srl,  an innovative start-up located in Trentino-South Tyrol,  is  responsible for developing and customizing
software to manage the company know-how through solutions of augmented reality and holography related to e-
learning and online training.  She is  the daughter of  OC Open Consulting,  a leading company in the creation of
multimedia tools, the dissemination of know-how and support for sales and the production of online training courses
(E-learning, Video Academy and Videotutorial). 
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http://WWW.ILIAS.IT/
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Products description 

1_HOW-TO TELESERVICE 

It is a software application for mobile devices and smartglasses made for managing E-learning contents and remote
calls in particular in the Industry 4.0 sector. The on site technician / operator wearing the SmartGlasses can read
textual  instructions  as  subtitles,  images and videos to  perform step-by-step procedures,  make a video call  and
operate hands-free. In the meanwhile the remote expert can guide the technician via audio instructions checking
what the technician is performing using the camera of the device.



2_QUVI – Quadra Vision Holographic Station

Proiettore Olografico dal design Made In Italy che consente di visualizzare immagini a parvenza olografica in 3D e
video  a  360°  con  una  soluzione  di  continuità  grazie  ad  una  particolare  formula  prospettica.  Inoltre  grazie
all’integrazione del software TouchDomain di Practix, QuVi diventa un dispositivo di visualizzazione e una tecnologia
esperienziale innovativa. TouchDomain prevede l’integrazione ad un sensore che consente alle persone di interagire
con  l’ologramma,  attraverso  il  movimento  delle  proprie  mani:  in  questo  modo  possono  girarlo,  zoommarlo  e
muoverlo a 360°. 

With its Made in Italy design, QuVi is the Holographic Projector that allows you to visualize holographic 3D images
and videos from a whole different 360° perspective.  Its effect of continuity comes from a particular perspective
formula.  Moreover,  thanks  to  the  integration  of  TouchDomain,  software  made  by  Practix,  QuVi  becomes  a
visualization device and an innovative experiential technology. TouchDomain provides the integration to a sensor
that allows people to interact with the holograms, through the movement of their hands: in this way they can rotate,
zoom and move it in 360 degrees. 




